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Doug’s Story 

  

 

Overnight it seemed like all anyone was talking about was COVID-19, often called 

Coronavirus. Soon Doug’s Facebook feed was only filled with articles from the CDC, articles 

from less trustworthy news sites and opinions from friends who were motivated by politics, not 

by science. Doug was one of those people who thought COVID-19 was more of a political stunt, 

than a true threat to the global population.  

 From the little preliminary research Doug did about the COVID-19 pandemic, Doug 

learned that the COVID-19 virus is named for the crown-like appearance of surface proteins 

called spike proteins. The virus uses these spike proteins to gain entry into epithelial cells via a 

receptor on their surface known as ACE2. (2) The virus binds ACE2 with its spike protein and 

tricks the cell into swallowing it through endocytosis. Infection ensues. (2) Even after reading 

about the biology of the virus, Doug still saw COVID-19 as no more of a threat than just a 

common cold.  

 Because Doug saw no real threat in the COVID-19 virus, he decided to travel to Las 

Vegas for a music festival during the uptick of the pandemic. Even though the music festival had 

a predicted population of 20,000 people, Doug didn’t see it necessary to follow CDC guidelines 

and wear his mask and maintain social distancing at six feet.(1) Doug shared food and drinks 

with festival patrons, danced through the night and shared a tent with some close friends. When 

Doug returned from the music festival, he resumed life as normal. Doug went to work, grocery 

shopping, the gym and took a few walks in the park.  
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About 5 days after the music festival Doug started to feel a bit under the weather. Doug 

would soon find out that at the music festival, he unknowingly was infected with the COVID-19 

virus. Doug started to experience fever and chills, cough, shortness of breath, fatigue and a loss 

of his taste and smell. (3) Doug continued to see articles online outlining the symptoms of 

COVID- 19 and he started to become worried he may have the virus. Doug decided to schedule a 

COVID-19 test at his local health clinic. (5) 

The local clinic had to determine the best test to give Doug. A viral test could tell Doug if 

he had a current infection and an antibody test could tell Doug if he may have had a past 

infection (4). The clinic determined the viral test was the best option given Doug's 

circumstances. The clinic instructed Doug to quarantine at his home until the test results came in. 

Doug notified his work that he had been ordered to quarantine due to his pending COVID-19 test 

result. Doug texted a coworker who he had been in close contact with and let them know that he 

had been symptomatic of the virus. His coworker shared with him that she had also been 

symptomatic and thinks she may also need to schedule a test. 24 hours later Doug received a call 

from the clinic advising him he had tested positive for the COVID-19 virus.  

The clinic advised Doug that Most people with COVID-19 have mild illness and can 

recover at home without medical care (4). However, they informed Doug that if hospitalization 

became necessary The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved one drug, Remdesivir  
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(Veklury), to treat COVID-19. (4) The clinic also informed Doug that COVID-19 can damage 

the heart, blood vessels, kidneys, brain, skin, eyes, and gastrointestinal organs and depending on  

the complications, additional treatments might be used if he became hospitalized, such as blood 

thinners to prevent or treat blood clots.  

 Thankfully, Doug’s symptoms remained mild and he stayed out of the hospital. His fever 

and chills lasted about 72 hours, his cough about three days and his loss of taste and smell for a 

few weeks. After Doug’s 10 day CDC advised quarantine period, he returned to work and life 

seemingly went on.  

 If Doug would have avoided crowds and practiced social distancing (staying at least 6 

feet apart from others), (6) he could have prevented spreading the virus to his coworker, who 

eventually tested positive herself. To help slow the spread, Doug could have also washed his 

hands more often and covered his mouth and nose with a cloth or nonsurgical face covering 

when around others (6). After contracting COVID-19 due to negligently ignoring CDC 

guidelines, Doug made the conscious decision to practice more caution and follow the advice of 

state and local agencies more closely (6).  
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